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REDLINE hail from Birmingham, the ances-
tral home of metal. Balls to the walls guitar, a 
locked and loaded rhythm section and a real 
powerhouse of a vocalist, REDLINE are set to 
impress with their own distinctive blend of 
Classic Hard Rock and British Heavy Metal. 

With influences drawn from a rich heritage, 
the band have been compared to Judas Priest, 
Saxon, Dio, Iron Maiden and a host of others 
from the founding fathers of metal.  
The new album, Gods And Monsters, opens 
the next chapter for Redline, as torchbearers of 
a new wave of British Classic Rock and Metal. 

The song, King Of The Mountain, from REDLINE’S last album VICE, is the official song for The Isle Of Man 
TT Races and has been used on all national and international televised broadcasts of the event, 83 countries 
globally under the tenure of  North One Television, and featured on Duke DVD and Blu Ray TT reviews.  

Music from VICE is also used to promote BigBen Interactive’s official video game of the TT races,  
and will be integrated fully into gameplay on the next edition of the TT game due for release in 2020.  

VICE is also the exclusive soundtrack on FULL THROTTLE, a motorcycle themed Pinball Machine  
(Heighway Pinball UK).  FULL THROTTLE was primarily exported to the USA market (over 500 units). 

VICE was released on CD on Escape Music Worldwide, including Japan on Rubicon Music.  
Digital releases by Albam Records. Combined physical and digital downloads  
in excess of 10,000 units sold. 

REDLINE have toured the UK with Saxon and played at a variety of  festivals including Hard Rock Hell,  
MCN/Kerrang! Live, Ink & Iron, The TT Races, Bike4Life, Planet Rockstock, Winter’s End,  
The Godiva Festival and many more. 

REDLINE ARE:   
Kez Taylor/Vocals   Chris Basener/Guitar   Ade Yeomans/Guitar    
Steve ‘Reg’ Hill/Bass   Mark Biddiscombe/Drums 

www.redlinerock.com.   email: redlinerock.gods@gmail.com

http://www.redlinerock.com

